| College ready to engage the Universe
Maisel to be sent
to the moon in
f irst initiative
By HEN BERRST
ASST. ASS

I student and her escort stroll toward a late night encounter.
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Students organize escort service
By B.PO

THATS WHAT SHE SAID

In lig ht of numerous student comlaints about the increased difficultyof
citing laid this spring—a time of year
cnerally characterized by rampant deauchcry on the Hill—the Student
iovcrnment Association in conjuncon with a group of representatives
ccking to expand hook-up choices at
IC College, have teamed up to provide
student escort service on campus.
The escort service was initially pitted in the fall and received a great
leal of positive feedback. In turn, the
irogram has been redesigned by memers of SGA. The new escort service
ceks to offer students a more compressive experience—greater variety
ind shorter waiting times.
In an e-mail sent to the student body,
SGA Secretary Joel Pitt *09 described
he success of the program in the fall,
laying that escorts helped "about 50
people over the weekend ." He continled on lo say, "we are going to provide
his service every night of the week for
he remainder of the semester. There
will be student escorts on duty Sunday
hrough Thursday from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
md on Friday and Saturday nights
Tom 8 p.m.-2 a.m."
While the escorts of the pilot program were all volunteers, SGA repre:entatives admitted that it has since
Kcomc too difficult to meet student
lemand without introducing paid posilons to the program. The administralon is currently in the process of
t!vicwing a proposal to include these
:t>cort positions as a part of the College's work-study programs.
Such plans have received significant
>raisc from students who feel they
;hould be better compensated for the
ime they spend as escorts. As one es:ort, who asked that his identity be

kept anonymous noted, "Initially, I
wanted to volunteer for my own reasons, but the increase in demand has
wreaked havoc on my Friday night. It
takes up a lot more time and is far more
demanding of a job than one might
think. The paid position makes this job
a lot more appealing."
However, not all students share his
concern. As one Senior told the Echo
in the fall, "1 escorted last night for the
first time and it was great!...It was fun
to meet new people. I '11 definitely do it
again." Clients appear to be satisfied as
well. In a Civil Discourse e-mail written in November, a sophomore client
wrote, "I just wanted to say kudos to
the new escort service...both times I
used it this weekend my escorts arrived
quickly and were very friendly... let's
keep this up Colby and try to get this
going every night"
While the majority of students appear satisfied with the escort program,
some groups are concerned that paying
students for their services may be
crossing a moral line. Indeed, student
groups have questioned the moral imperatives involved with the implementation of this program as well as
expressed worries about student health
and safety on campus.
In response, President Nicholas
Cade 'OS sent an all-campus e-mail
that sought to dispel such criticism.
"Please make use of this program and
make sure that you are taking all precautions to protect yourself," he said.
Students are advised that condoms are
readily available at the Garrison-Foster Health Center.
Students looking to benefit from the
escort service this spring are implored
to dial x5530 to request an escort. Students interested in volunteering for the
program, or who are looking to find information, are asked to e-mail Pitt at
jmpitt@colby.edu

In order to be at the forefront of the
scholastic world the College recently
announced that a new public affairs
center will be instituted in the fall of
2008, The Thunder Center for Engaging the Universe.
"Globalization is big now, but we anticipate solarization to be the next 'it '
thing in academics," William R. Kenan
Professor of Government, former Director of the Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairs and Civic Engagement and
newly appointed Director of the Lunder
Center for Engaging the Universe L.
Sandy Maisel said. The Thunder Center will be the first of its kind and is
likely to draw intercellular attention to
Mayflower Hill.
As part of their $100 million plus gift
of art given to the College last summer,
the Thunder family can pretty much tell
the school to do whatever it wants-its in
the contract.
The Center will be modeled after the
Goldfarb Center, but will focus on engaging the universe and solarization,
rather than engaging the community
and globalization. "We have wasted far
too much time on globalization, that is
really not that important. The twentyfirst centuryis going to be all about encouraging students to make a
connection with space, not the world,"
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"Leon " Sandy Maisel is set f o r his imminent departure to the moon as part of the College s' solarization plan.

Maisel said.
"I think the first order of businessand we've been talking about this for
years—to send Sandy Maisel to the
Moon," President William D. Adams
said. "He'll be an intercellular ambassador and I think space needs more
bowties, plus the State of Maine could
use a little time off-he has been here for
like 30 years"
Preparations for Maisel's space
flight will include the construction of
a rocket launch pad on the Colby
Green and months of training at
NASA's Space Camp at their Cape
Canaveral space center in Florida.
While on the Moon he is to seek out
intelligent life, establish himself as the

BRO IS SERIOUS

By WCPM

PEPPERMINT EXTRAORDINAIRE

In this Echo Bro makesf u n of you and your friends; beware.

Chem-free conspiracy revealed
candidates Dan Melega '07, Ben Poulos *08 and Pat Boland '09 arc all members, as are current SGA treasurer Tim
Williams '08, Echo staffer Kris Miranda '09 and infamous digest-poster
Cliff Vickrey '09.
The group's method is simple:
members
get involved at low levels of
By LEONIDAS
rt/NG OF THE GREEKS
the brotherhood and then work their
way up, helping younger students behind them, as older students did for
During the recent SGA elections
them. While their presence has always
ensions between "chem-free" and
been felt in the SGA, this year marks
diem-full" students boiled over in the
the first time in a while they have sucWgest of Personal Attacks and through
cessfully captured the top spot: the
i negative ad campaign, during which
SGA presidency.
This society has existed for decades on
Mayflower Hill and
through careful p lanning and consideration
has operated largely
unchecked by the Administration. Campus
housing is actually
protected for the group
by College regulations
and this year they occupied four entire residence
halls-Pierce ,
Williams, East Quad
and Mary Low.
One administrator,
K. Wharton, no, K.W.,
said that the brotherRIGHT UNDER OUB NOStSP
hood's influence goes
The Greek letters f o r D-R- Y above the Pierce doorway are a dead givewawy.

^

.
^

—

See MOON, Page 3

New plan for hooking up

PPT presentations
will set standards
f or getting some

allegations of nepotism and secret
dealings were levied. Finally, after
weeks of speculation, one student has
gone on the record-anonymously-to
tell the Echo about the secret brotherhood that has rapidly spread its tentacles across campus organizations to
tighten its grip on life as we know it:
the chem-frec conspiracy.
Few outsiders realize the true extent
of the brotherhood's domination of
many aspects of life at the College. According to the anonymous student
source, who prefers to go by the codename Hooded Teetotaler, recent SGA

tion rather than globalization, as is the
custom now, and the bookstore will no
longer carry The World is Flat by
Thomas Freidman but make A Hitchhiker s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams standard first-year reading.
Classes will be offered across disciplines , including EC377 "Why Earth is
Richer than Venus (and what you, liberal
arts student, can do to help)" and G0229
"Interstellar Comparative Governments ." In conjunction with the center
professors are now required to incorporate the word solarization in every class,
replacing globalization as the mandatory buzzword. "While solarization may
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Underground society
stretches f rom f irsty ears to admins

intercellular ambassador and, if time
(and rocket oxygen supply) permits, he
will immediately run for Congress representing the Moon.
Other plans for the center include
visiting scholars on Martian literature
and language, a Star Trek convention
and shooting bottle rockets towards
town. "The best part is that nobody really knows what they are talking about
when it comes to life on other planets,
so we have a lot of liberty to make
stuff up," Maisel said, adding that neither Bates College nor Bowdoin College have centers dedicated to
engaging the universe.
In keeping with the theme guest
speakers will also all relate to solariza-

far beyond housing and programming.
"1 fear for my job on a daily basis," she
told the Echo, "any move I make I'm
worried that if I anger them they will
have me axed."
Other students have grown increasingly frustrated as the brotherhood
gains importance and maintains its preferred status on Mayflower Hill. For example, when the College was forced to
open Colby Gardens, members of the
society did not have to live there, and
even saw their enrollment rise as scared
students joined the ranks of the brotherhood to avoid purgatory and gain entrance to the Eden-like dormitories of
the chem-free conspiracy. Also in recent years other sects-under the guise
of Dialogue Housing-have earned
footholds on Mayflower Hill and recruited under similar pretenses.
Heading into next year the brotherhood's position only looks stronger. In
a bold move they worked with administrators to acquire new campus housing, most notably the Heights. Gaining
control of the Heights was a slap in the
face to the mainstream community and
a direct challenge to the football team,
for whom the Heights was sacred
ground. In a recent Echo article administrators flat out admitted that the move
was necessary so that chem-free students would have a larger space to conSee CONSPIRACY, Page 2

Last Monday, Vice President Jim
Terhune released an amendment lo his
Colby 360 Strategic Plan. The new section is titled "Colby 369: A Strategic
Plan for Hooking Up, " and falls under
the original plan's first section. Developing Life Skills.
"Most of section one 's specifics pertain to boring crap, like applying to be
an HR, COOT leader, or to live in dialogue housing," Terhune said in an interview with the Echo. "We really
wanted to expand it into the social
spectrum...and when we looked at the
last few portions of college life that

Campus Life was not yet involved in,
we realized that somehow, we had left
the hook-up scene largely untouched."
Under the revised plan , students
looking to hook up with their peers will
now be required to make formalized
presentations that incorporate the four
life skills outlined in Section I. According to Colby 360, these four life
skills are "communication skills, collaborative/group-bascd work, fiscal responsibility, and problem solving."
"The process is fairly simple...students will be required to create PowerPoint presentations that outline their
goals for the night and the long-run to
their prospective partner," Terhune explained. To facilitate this, computer
kiosks arc being set up in all the traditional hook-up areas, including, but not
limited to the Apartments, laundry
rooms, Page Commons, the stacks, the
Foss kitchen , frat-row lounges, and
See 369. Page 3

THIS WEEK 'S LIES

Senior actually 65-year-old singer

tormer bUA president is Italian
pop star in hiding
By MIKE JONES

SENIOR INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER

SMOARfTlES ARE EER*

SGA President Nick Cade 'OS is actually Italian p o p star Lucio Battisti.

All the rumors on campus about
Nick Cade '08 appear to be true, and
after an exclusive Echo investigation it
appears that the SGA president apparently has not been completely forthcoming about his past. In a bizarre turn
of events the campus teamed Wednesday that Cade is actually Italian pop star
Lucio Battisti.
Bom in Northern Latium in 1943,
Battisti moved to Rome with his family at an early age and debuted as a mu-

Engaging the Universe Admissions
swarmed by
WASPs
From MOON. Page 1

not have much to do with my South
African literatureclasses, I' m excited to
move past globalization because I' m
sick of that hackneyed phrase." Professor of English Bill Waters said.
The plans have been met with universal criticism from scholars, academic institutions and donors. "I'm
truly at a loss as to how a modem academic institution could waste so much
time, effort, money and other resources
on such a terrible idea," former Trustee
Bob Reed *55 said in a statement resigning from the board in protest. CAW
called the initiative a "colossal blunder"
and the College was immediately removed from Princeton Reviews
list of
"New Ivies."
College officials said these reactions
were "out of jealousy" and that most
outsiders bad little to no vision. "We'll
see who made the 'colossal blunder '
when I' m on the moon and they
aren't!" Maisel said.

"Look, we can either be known as
that cheese school up North or the crazies who shot a professor at the moon.
Which do you prefer? Exactly. Crazies
it is," Adams said.
While unofficial, the Dean of Students office also announced that under
Colby 360, which may be renamed
Colby lnfiniti in light of recent developments, will now require students to
include solarization in their daily lives.
For example, rising seniors who wish
to live in the Alfond Senior Apartments
Complex will be required to explain
how their apartment will engage the
universe, while others will most likely
have to submit a detailed drawing of the
ideal solar system along with a cover
letter and resume for positions like
COOT leader and head resident.
With Maisel out of the picture the
Goldfarb Center will now be under the
leadership of Professor of History Rob
Weisbrot, and will most likely be turned
into an institute dedicated to the study
of Xena: Warrior Princess, of which he
is among the nation's foremost experts.

Collection arouses interest
has to keep up with every apparent trend
in the financial sector...Furthermore, it 's
time for us to recognize just how unIn response to declining interest in its popular the Special Collections are and
Special Collections section. Miller Li- to replace them with something that is
brary is set to unveil a new p lan to re- actually useful and is going to attract
place the shabby books of days long student attention."
past with a comprehensive multimedia
Students have responded with enthucollection of pornography—the pro- siasm to the announcement of this initiaposal for which has already received tive. In light of potential criticism
overwhelming support from students however, SGA has joined together with
and facultyalike.
the Dean of Students Office to plan a
According to library administrators, working group led by students to assess
their satisfaction with the new
program. Similar to the working
group currently set up to discuss
Spa items in Pulver Pavilion, this
group will be in charge of gathering student input as to what types
of materials students are most interested in having and personally
monitoring student use.
"Wc hope to bang out a lot of
the issues that arise when talking
about the acquisition of new library collections...new collections arc always an arousing
issue," SGA Vice President Jeff
Mullins commented. "A lot of
the time, no one talks about these
hard issues beforehand, and you
end
up with librarians having to
COUBTIST Of SEN HERBST
do that awkward, moming-afterPhoto ID is now required to visit "Speacquisition walk of shame." Ulticial " Collections, the new Porn Library.
mately, Mullins hopes to "keep
the campus relaxed so that hopethe replacement of Special Collections fully, everyone will get theirs, and this
with thenewly-created adult section will acquisition will really be a climax to the
not only help reinvigorate patronage of ongoing library expansion."
Miller's oft-forgonen back rooms, but
As the plan stands now, Miller will
will enable students to keep up with their be offering tame options like Maxim
personal research in the field
and FHM together with more hardcore
The newly-designed back section to alternatives such as Hustler. The multithe library, effectively replacing Special media aspect will be equally compreCollections, has been made possible hensive, as library administrators note
largely by a $6 million dollar contribu- the imperative of keeping up with a
tion from famed pomographer and Col- trend that is largely technologically prolege alumnus Forrester Smelting '95. gressive by nature. "The collection will
Smeltingdeclined to comment for the ar- certainly be very media-rich ," said
ticle, but did note that his personal DVD Gatemore. DVDs will be available for
serieswould notbe made available in the student use in the library itself and will
Miller collection , as to avoid awkward also be available to rent on a first-come,
questions about conflict of interest.
first-served basis. Gatemore noted that
The new collection has been de- the library will consider student sugscribed as a practical addition to the gestions for titles as part of the workCollege's extensive repertoire of aca- ing group, but did mention that
demic texts As Library Director Clar- administrators have already settled on
ent P. Gatemore said, "Forbes Magazine a number of personal favorites, includreports the pom industry to be a $ 14 bil- ing "A Clockwork Orgy II" and "The
lion-a-year business, and the College Scxcrcist."
By LIZZIETOSNOOP

A DIRTY STRIPPER. $$ BILLS Y ALL

sician in the 1960s. Even after his reported death songs from his 13 number
one albums remain immensely popular
in Italy. His 1972 "II Mio Canto
Libero" remains one of the most popular songs of all time in Italy.
Part of the reason that he was able to
live in the U.S. for so long without
being spotted was that he never
achieved the same success in the U.S.
Friends of Cade began to grow suspicious of him when they realized he
never talked about the years before
1998. Instead he often spoke of some
great change that occurred in his life
and how he was a "mess" before then.
"Now it all makes sense," Al Files *08
said, "especially the lack of deodorant
and abundance of crappy Euro-pop on
his iPod."
As the pieces now come together it

appears that Battisti went into hiding
(for reasons that reamincd classified) in
1998 and assumed the identity of
Nicholas Cade, a seventh grader in
Chicago, Illinois. He did a fairly good
job of fitting in but the signs were always there. After all, even at Colby the
president was a bit off: he was known
for "reading books," was far better at
Jeopardy during Trivia Night at the Liberal Cup than other students', enjoyed a
good Whiskey (or a few good
Whiskeys) and decorated his AMS single with prints and antique maps. Also,
he was far better schooled on techno
music and how French people dance
than his contemporaries, a dead giveaway that he was out of place.
"When I used to refer to him as old
man I never realized that he was in fact
an old man," roommate Clayton Bigsby

I TEMP HOUSING IS NO JOKE

'08 said. "But maybe the reason \
knew so damn much, loved techno
^
acted like a grumpy old bastard ¦*,
that he was 65 years old." His stur. ^.
raveled after he traveled to Italy for
^
specified reasons during Spring Rcc^
of his junior year and was far more %
tant about both his Italian herita
musical stylings.
SPB asked Battisti to perform al ¦
spring Loudness but he declined , sn,
ing that it would not be fair to his si
lions of fans in Italy. "He was kind ofi
dick about it," SPB Concert and Lr,(
Music Chair Adam Geringcr-Dunn |
commented.
Battisti was unavailable for co»
ment at press time and the College LlJt.
firmed that he would complete |
semester examinations off campih :
light of the attention.

____

By A.BITCH
STAFF WASP

Over the last month, the Lunder
House has been overwhelmed by the
recent infestation of WASPs. "It 's really
terrible," Dean of Admissions and Director of Financial Aid Parker Beverage
said. "We've been trying so hard to
bring in a diverse group of students to
preview the college, but there's barely
any room in here with al) these WASPs
buzzing about."
According to Director of Physical
Plant Department (PPD) Patricia Crandlemire Murphy, the WASPs likely arrived in a Saab around three weeks ago.
"After speaking with Security, we discovered a surveillance tape, which
shows a huge group of WASPs storming out of the trunk of a Saab and in
through the backdoor of Admissions
during a routine [insideColby] delivery." Murphy added that the car had
"Connecticut plates," and the back window was covered in so many prep
school stickers that they could not identify the driver.
For the last seven days, the PPD
crew has been working with local pest
control specialists to try and remove the
WASPs from Lunder. However, extreme conditions have presented a challenge. "It 's really a tough situation, we
are seeing some incredible unprecedented insect behavior," commented
Professor of Biology and invertebrate
zoology specialist Paul Greenwood.
"This particular swarm of WASPs
seems to have cross-bred with the
Africanized honeybee, likely somewhere in France or England before migrating to the United States."
Accordingly, this species of bee is
being referred to as the "Anglo-Saxonized honeybee" in the scientific community. Moreover, instead of the usual
have markings of a strange breed yet
defined in the science world— the
WASPs are madras patterned.
Their unique behaviors include daily
trips to the lacrosse field , affinity for the
colors pink and green, swarming around
sources of alcohol, and emitting a group
buzzing noise that one tour guide commented sounds "oddly like 'Crash Into
Me,' by Dave Mathews Band."
To help combat this infestation, PPD
is resorting to drastic measures. Currently, speakers are being set up that
will blast country music at the building.
PPD was advised to do so by Greenwood, who has observed that when exposed to such music, "WASPs of this
species will often rum on each other, or
at the very least, move further north."
PPD has also found that certain chemicals used to treat paper that acceptance
letters to Dartmouth, Middlebury and
Williams are printed on will draw the attention of the bees. "It 's incredible,"
someonecommented,"thesebeeswill literally ignore everythingelse oncethey get
a whiff of these letters...over half the
swarm left thebuilding once they caught
the scent of the letters we had scattered
across the lawn."
While these measures have been
somewhat effective in drawing the
WASPs out, many still remained packed
inside Lunder. PPD has requested that
all studentsrefrain from playing campus
golf, wearing J. Crew and talking about
their dads' sailboats, as it tends to draw
more of those stubborn WASPs.
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As the housing crunch becomes ever worse . Matt Briggs '09 (spooned) and Silas Gill '09 (spooner) resort to making Harry Potter-esque accomodations underneath a stairwell.

Chem-f ree brotherhoodexposed on campus
From CONSPIRACY . Page 1

gregate. Furthermore, enrollment numbers are up and reports of the College
encouraging incoming first-years to
join up-even before they take their first
class at school-are widespread.
"They are recruiting even before
these kids are on COOT. Just like that
they are in," the informant told the
Echo. "Many don 't even know what
they are signing up for."
Melega joined the Administration
last year and has been using his newfound authority and influence as assistant director of Campus Life to aid the
chem-free conspiracy 's efforts or,
more accurately, tiiwart chem-full students daily lives by messing up their
housing assignments. "It 's almost too
easy," Melega was heard saying as he
cordoned off another chem-free
Heights quad.
According to the informant the recent SGA election is a perfect example
of the brotherhood at work. As Boland
ran for president Vickrey and Andrew
Chcme *09-two of his roommates for
next year-exerted their influence to
guarantee a victory. Chcme used his position as a member of the SGA Judiciary (the board that hears election
complaints) while Vickrey spouted off
on the Digest, all while Boland sat back
and watched. While the plan almost

WOOKJES AHEW
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Clockwise from upper left, Pat Boland '09, Ben Poulos '08, Dan Melega
'07 and a Wbokie (undisclosed class year), all brotherhood members

backfired when the Judiciary disqualified Boland, he was able to mobilize the
brotherhood through digest posts to get
an eventual third round of voting to put
him m office.
Signs of the brotherhood are also ap-

parent in the SPB, which includes mag
members who have been able to-ag*8
working with administrators-limit the
number of SPB-sponsored events tW
serve alcohol, even though those arc inmost popular.
"You don't understand how big lb*
thing really is, we have administrators, student leaders, neids, even sot*
athletes. This is bigger than you or 1.
and it 's here to stay," the inform^
told the Echo.
According to signs on campus m
the informant the brotherhood is bere»
stay. Many students simply cannot ufuse the "perks" they offer, such as i

higher GPA and less total brain dann?
(East Quad residents in recent yW
purport to remember seven night5 <
week!). Furthermore, if the Adnu" 1*"
tration is unwilling to deal with ito"
issue-which appears more and nW
likely due to the impending faflltratioft
this year 's mass April Fool's Da) c'
mail, warning of chem-free-ness can1pus-wide, may not actually be B joke

SO ARE EW0K5

Members of the Brotherhood perform ancient rituals outside East Quad.

Editor s' Note: Special thanks to *
Miranda , the Hooded Teetotaler A"
providing all these details

treet is now toll road, trays no mo'
By L.F.O.

CAN'T TOUCH THIS

fter weeks of scheming in what
i Treasure Tim Williams '08 red to as "smoke filled rooms," the
ent Government Association has
lunced two new revenue-generating
itives that will bring a bevy of new
cnt services to campus next year,
i an Official Announcement sent to
student body last Wednesday,
iams outlined SGA's plan to implel traylcssness permanently and to
an interstate-style toll system to the
er Street this week,
ommenting on traylessness,
iams asserted that "the trays the
cge now owns will not go to
tc...if they did, we'd never hear the
of it from those Green House kids."
cad of carrying food , the trays will
itilized to better insulate GoHo.
liams added that the traying of
lo will also better soundproof the
ding, so that "the rest of the student
y doesn 't have to listen to those
ding-heart environmentalists all
ime."
Imp lementing a toll system for
er Street was slightly more controial ," Williams explained, as "it gened over two-hundred posts on the
1 Discourse, most of which were
nptly deleted by anyone with a
" The new system, which has been
lace since Monday, requires stu-

dents to pay $2.00 per trip through the
Street. Payments can be made either
with cash or via EZPass units, which
many students have already begun to
affix to their foreheads.
Williams said the toll system will ensure the SGA never has a deficit again
and will allow them to splurge a bit.
This new toll will app ly to all persons passing through the Street, including prospective students on tours. "Just
because you 're a pre-frosh doesn 't
mean you can frceload off everyone,"
Williams said.
According to Williams , these new
initiatives
will
generate
over
$8,000,000 in profits next year for the
SGA coffers. "We want to make it very
clear, however, that this money will go
right back to the students in the form of
new programs, services, and HDTV's
for every SGA member's personal use,"
Williams stated in his e-mail.
The move comes as an answer to
this year's SGA and clubs budget crisis. "When you look at it , these
schemes make lost of fiscal sense
without much inconvenience to the
student body," Williams said. "A Jot
of students proposed different budgetrecovery schemes, but to be perfectly
honest, we only took the economics
majors seriously."
The flagship program resulting from
this new influx of cash (from both the
tolls and removal of trays) will be a
complete overhaul of the Dining Services program. "While many students
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Tolls on the street have significantly increased the SGA s earnings.
were happy with the Take4 option . Spa
meal credits, and so on. students
weren 't getting excited for meals like
they used lo," Director of Dining Services Mike Smith said. To combat this
apathy, the dining halls will now be
staffed by bargain-basement , or "BList" celebrities. When questioned .
Smith said that "a complete overhaul of
the Dining Services program" actually
just meant staffing the dining halls with
B-list celebrities, and really had nothing to do with food.

"While we could spend money on
improving food quality we felt that this
would really get students excited,"
Smith said.
Already signed on for the program is
actor Steve Guttenberg, former
Olympian Bruce Jenner, the Food Network's Paula Dean and comedian
David Spade. Smith said that several
stars were turned away from the program because they were "far too annoying," these celebrities include Nick
Cade. Fran Drescher and Kathy Griffin.

Contributions to the College 's capital campaign, "Reaching the Universe: A
Campaign for Colby," were down in the first quarter in what analysts predict may
be a sign that the $370 million goal may be too much in light of the impending
economic recession. The College had been quite successful in fundraising and
after the $100 million Lunder gift bumped the goal from $235 to $370 million and
replaced World with Universe in the campaign title in light of the new center for
Engaging the Universe (Seepage I).
Responding to this slowdown President Adams helcfaspiritual revival in a tent
next to the Colby Green , praising donors and encouraging those hesitant to share
to open their wallets.
"Praise Bob Diamond, praise David Pulver, praise who ever is going to donate
the new math-science building," Adams said.
His sermon focused on the joys of philanthropy and the perils of standing by
idily. He told the Biblical story of Bates College, the one about the top tier college that deteriorated over time and became a community college, which elicited
a strong response from the crowd.
He ended with a traditional hymn sung with Colby Gospel and with senior administrators passing collection plates around the tent.
— Marty Johnson , contributing writer

lean of Students unhooks bras, makes power points
From 369 , Page 1
iry freshman room. Students will be
(ccted to carry their presentations with
m on flash drives, and edit them as
:essary. Terhune added that he liked
refer to these new measures as his
alby 3-6-9, Damn You're Fine Plan."
rerhune then demonstrated the
tcess by giving a sample presentan to a focus group comprised of
ht students and four faculty mems.Terhune outlined how a student
ght demonstrate fiscal responsibility
their presentation. "Some students
y be willing to buy their prospective
)k up a few drinks at the pub, while
crs may opt to make a longer-term
estment , and choose a wine-andie or awkward date to Riverside opti," Terhune explained. "So long as
y clearly communicate this to their
:rs, it 's fine by us."
Sample problem-solving slides inded discussion questions such as
y triple or your double?", "how do I
look this ridiculous bra?", and "just
tip?" Terhune related his personal
incction to the material , stating "I
aw I had# these kinds of questions
¦k in my day, so there's not doubt in
mind that Colby students will have
lilar ones."
One senior who is supportive of the
v program commented to the group

tightie-whities

"Women don't havethumbs"
Colbyscientists:

Bro holds revival as
capital campaign slows

ssident of the College William D. Adams held a revival on the Green.

echo

In perhaps the greatest scientific breakthrough ever discovered in labs on
Mayflower Hill, researchers announced Tuesday that women don't have thumbs.
"We can now say with great confidence , after hours of studying and thousands of clinical trials, women don 't have thumbs. We can also say that this
apparent lack of opposable thumbs is responsible for the gender inequalities
in pay and representation that arc rampant in our society," Professor of Biology and lead researcher Jim Jones said.
As the realization that the findings were indeed correct settied in across campus, female community members began to cope with the news one by one.
"Obviously I' m shocked," Fern Love '10, president of Feminism Now on campus, said. "It looks as though we have been fighting the wrong fight ail along."
Jones explained that the difference occurs at birth. The variation occurs because of a complex DNA structure abnormality and a chemical in balance.
Specifically, when men are bom they have thumbs and when women are bora
they do not.
"I think we owe everyone an apology. Apparently all the gender differences were not because of a morally wrong and deep bias, but because we
don't have thumbs," Jane Patrick, director of the Feminist Majority Foundation, said in a recent e-mail to the [Echo]. "The solution to this issue has been
obvious, right in front of our faces, under our thumbs-well you get the idea."
Within hours of the announcement thousands of national and international
organizations that fight for equality disbanded and issued similar statements.
— By Ivan Frink. Technology Editor

East Quad bracesf orimpact

In anticipation of what some are calling the biggest storm of dorm damage to ever hit Mayflower Hill PPD is currently bracing East Quad for life as
a "chem.-fuH" residence hall.
Analysts predict that dorm damage will increase by about 145 percent in
the fall of 2008 compared to the fall of 2007. "She's built strong, but these
old buildings can only take so much. After years of white glove treatment as
a chem.-free building I just don 't know if East Quad can survive the full force
of the brutes that make up the rest of this population ," PPD Superintendent
Will Courtney said.
According to PPD , the real reason East Quad and Heights switched roles
was that Heights was on the "verge of collapse" if it sustained any more damage. In addition to the vomit, holes in the wall and occasional removed fixture, creative hooligans had been undermining the structural integrity of the
building, throwing chairs into key weight-bearing pillars.
In order to strengthen the 60-year-old building PPD is reinforcing key
structural components with steel and concrete. "It might not look pretty, but
it 's necessary," Courtney said.
In order to avoid one of the more severe forms of dorm damage common
in the Heights, ripping a toilet, sink or water fountain from the wall, the College has replaced water fountains and sinks with hoses and toilets with holes
in the ground. "Again, it might not look pretty, and it might not be exactly
'hygienic,' but this is what we have had to resort to ." Courtney said.
— Rick Titties 07, Echo-Endorsed Candidate

Presidentbros-outin order to f i tin
In an effort to better relate to student body surfer population , President
William D. Adams officially changed his nickname from "Bro" to "Brah."
This change came about after a focus group reported a noticeable increase in
interest in extreme sports and shredding gnar on campus, especially following fall's Slightly Stoopid concert.
"Brah" is a term used interchangeably by surfers with the term "Bruddah," the
Hawaiian word for brother, it can be used in reference to surf colleagues in liquid
solidarity, including women. The President also considered a name change of
"Brosef," which refers to a rank higher than Brah, like a best friend or, according
to the focus group's report "a mad cool dude that you have a lot of respect for."
"I felt I could better connect with many members of the student body if
they could relate to me on a more familiar level ," Adams said about the name
change. "I didn 't go as far as 'Brosef,' because I think there should still be a
certain distance between the administration and the student body."
The President also used his discretionaryfunds to purchase a surfboard, wetsuit
and longboard and was seen last week boarding on the President's House driveway.
Student groups including the Colby Jibbers and the Colby Surf Club
demonstrated the appropriate level of chilled-out enthusiasm in response to
the "Brah" change. "'Cha , brah. it's sweet," Jibbers Lead-Brosef Adam
Lowenstein '09 opined. "We'd be totally down to shred gnar with him." After
a little initiation with the crew Adams said, "This weekend it 's supposed to
be four stars at Higgins and sunny. Gonna get pitted dude, sooo pitted."
— S.Money. way more than a contributing writer

JOKAS '

CAMPUS OBSERVER

Alex Richards '09 gives a stunning PowerPoint presentation in an otherwise questionable hook up attempt.
that "this will be huge." Terhune responded quickly with an aptly-timed
"That 's what she said."
When asked how students would
"collaborative/groupdemonstrate
bascd work," Terhune responded , "Oh,
well , uh that 's just awkward—I mean,
I guess...if you 're into that kind of
thing...we could advocate it " After a
ten minute awkward silence, one stu-

Attention Seniors:
rhe Health Center is offering an opportunity
for you to have a p hysical exam before you
eave Colby. Call ext. 4460 (option #1) now
o set up an appointment. Let us answer
/our questions and concerns.

dent suggested that using a wingman
could fulfill this requirement. "That 's a
much better idea than what I had in
mind " Terhune said, breathing a deep
sigh of relief.
To ensure that Colby 369 is followed,
administrative staff will now be present
at all Colby events and Security officers
have been given infra-red cameras. Officers will utilize the cameras to peer

through walls and ensure that each bed
contains only one heat signature. Should
an officer come across a bed with two
or more occupants, they now have the
authority to enter the offending room
and request to see proof that a presentation has occurred. If any officer has reason to believe that no PowerPoint
occurred , they can cite participants for
"unregistered canoodling."

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays at Noon
Philson Lounge

mm

SPECIALS Jfik
Congratulations
to all graduate s,
have a great rest
of your life !

Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs .
10 p.m., Fri. & Sat . until midnight
Kuntil
We now have the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

'JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

EDITORIAL

Greek myth and the Echo

While some psychologists believe that the origin of mythology stems from society 's collective unconscious, ancient cultural attempts to explain natural phenomena , or just standard Freudian impulses , we believe that myth in fact
originates from the dark. dank , dungeon-like basement of Roberts , home of the Echo office.
heroes
valiant!) battle with hideous ancient beasts of anti quity, the pitiless will of
There,
the omnipotent gods , and even each other. They do so not for fame or glory, and certainly
not for magnificent wealth or treasures. No, these gallant heroes do this eternal labor, a
labor more arduous than those of Herakles . more arduous than slaying the Lernean "Hydra
and more dreadful than retrieving the apples of Hesperides, which are guarded
by the feared dragon
Ladon. No, this labor is far
more terrible. This labor is
the production of a coherent college newspaper,
which you arc currently not
reading.
Sure . Sisyphus had to
roll a rock up a hill for all
eternity, just to have it roll
down again , and Ixion is
down there spinning on a
wheel
forever
(which
sucks), but here at Echo
headquarters , we assure
you thai shit is much ,
much , worse. Not only is
our editor about as sharp as
a marble , our staff (except
for us) is borderline illiterate. The computers work about as well as Aegeus in bed (pre-Medca) and the office is
stuffier than the deepest p its of the Underworld. It 's downright miserable.
The weekly trepidations of the staff yield only one thing, besides an adequate newspaper: the stuff of myth Battling throug h 1500 word swamps, convincing the feared "students
of the street " to speak their prophecies , stealing the horses of the giant Diomedes , eliminating the vicious , grammatically difficult sons of the evil Language , Passivetense and
Commasplice. also known as the Errorcawkarados , capturing the ephemeral image of the
Weeklylefcfure , and dueling with Ben Hur
-bst all form the canon of worldwide myth and
legend.
However, despite these fearful hurdles and impossible foes , we beat on , boats against the
current , borne back ceaselessly into the past.

The man, the myth, the tray
The burden of man lies
in his ability to balance
the dining hall tray

During this past year, we have seen the
very controversial issue of tray presence in the dining halls. The issue has
left students opinionated on all sides,
and there is no lack of reason for or
against it. However, as this article will
demonstrate , the issue boils down to
one essential: the opportunity for
males to display upper body size while
carrying a tray.
Why Support Trays?
In every sector of college, strategies
have developed to help ensure the
strongest individuals get the greatest opportunity to bang. While upper body
strength has no bearing on the age of the
individual , it IS a great indicator of the
health of the student.
After every break, students flock to
the gym with the intent of working
away those holiday calories. Many of
them focus on upper body strength,
something that they can flaunt up to
three times a day at meals. This comes
from simply carrying a tray.
With a weekend diet consisting
largely of Natty Ice and Jager Bombs,
one might wonder how some students have this
secret ability to bulk up. The source - small
children and Muscle Milk. Since only the

SUZANNE "R USTY " MERKELSON

A serious ref lection on the consequence trayless
lif e would have on f ashion, love and health
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and shoulders (generally matched with the
toughest temperament) have an advantage
when it comes to slaying b*tches.

Trayless and dateless: Like, no way

THE COLBY ECHO
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF COLBY COLLEGE SINCE LONGER THAN

healthiest males will be able to obtain such a
large diversion of resources, an impressive
upper body is also an impressive pedigree for
getting chicks. During the advent of warm
weather, the individuals with the largest chest

There are many things that strike fear into a
young fashonista's heart, but mom jeans,
furry crocs, and too small overalls are
NOTHING compared to not having trays in our
dininghalls next year. Every girl knows that trays
are the cutest accessories. Trays are the purses of
the cafeteria. Do people expect girls to keep all
their belongings in their pockets or in their hands,
wallets and lipstick spilling from fingertips?
Hardly! OK, so yeah, a lot of leather goes into
making purses. Yet do we see a motion to eliminate purses? No, because it 's a staple of American
culture. Trays are no different. Trays are fresh ,
trays are cute, and trays are soooo college.
There are other reasons as well , thoug h
they are more subtle and contextual , why it
would be bad for the feminine population of
Colby College to get rid of trays. First of all ,
trays make it harder to hide how much we are
eating. Girls don 't eat—or they shouldn 't. At
all. At college it 's pretty hard to be a closeteater, since Dana is like a bustling food Mall
of America. Still , it 's easier to pretend we're
constantly fasting if we can quickly stack our

plates and bowls on the tray and pretend like
we only had one bowl of chicken broth or a
salad. Come on. Self-esteems will plummet.
Can you put a price on that?
Additionally, us girls are obviously more attractive if we're vulnerable and helpless. Men
can flaunt their strength by helping us carry our

Let me reiterate: trays
are a fashion statement. I bedazzle mine
to match my outfits. I
use the black canvas
as an expression of
my soul. I cover it in
glitter glue.
heavy trays at Bob 's (see article, page Top).
That 's so hot. The first thing I look for in a guy
is the strength of their upper-body. Do we really want to give up the incredible experience of
watching men carry trays all the way from the

ILLUSTRATORIO

CHELSEA EAKJN

COME HOME PLEASE!

Dean of Students Office , Waterville , Maine 0490 1
(207) 872-4000 I (207) 872-4285
pejohnst@colby.edu I www.poop.fart
The Colby Echo is the weekly student newspaper of Colby College in Waterville Maine. The
paper is published every Wednesday that the College is in session and is far better than insideColby. We don 't need national awards to recognize this. Students are strongly encouraged to
contribute and should contact the editors) of the section(s) they are interested in working for
in order to learn more—and avoid insidcColby like the plague. Because to work for them you
must be willing to cat your boogers and sell your soul.
LETTERS

The Echo discourages letters from its readers, especially those within the SGA community.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and pertain to a current topic or issue. However, the Echo
reserves the nght to run longer letters. Also , the Echo reserves the right to edit submissions for
grammar, clarity and iatelj genccand may choose not to run a letter. The Echo will not, under
any circumstances print an unsigned letter or one from the SGA President.
Letters are due to the Echo by midnight of the Sunday preceeding the publication date. They
should be submitted via c-maii to cchofStColby.edu and be in a text only format. Under no circumstances will we print letters that make fun of us.
DIE NAMES
During the course of producing the 2008 Joke Issue M. Biddiscombe was named Martha
makes Biddies Cum Sound it out It makes sense. Trust us.
SGA STIPEND
SGA President Pat Boland '09 promised during the election that he would give up half of his
stipend if elected Well, now he is elected and he has to give up the money. What for? A full size
wookie costume, it 's the only reasonable solution

While a large upper body does impl y nu'i- ,
priority, it docs have its disadvantages Theb.
tie for sculpting "best chest" and "bolder vh 11
ders" can use up prime study time, leaving tbea
in poor condition at the onset of exam i.Zi
Being the most successful bro may result™
struggling during the long and stressful craua
the end of the semester.
While many students (regardless of geafcri
take advantage of trays , only males use fa
trays for physiological emphasis. While •;.
males as well can benefit from emphasi^s
"their goods", conventional tray camu
methods do not normally help.
When the warm weather ends, it waft]
seem to make sense to stop using traw 5
soon as possible. Every time a stuJe^i
emphasizes upper body strength bv sm
a tray, he must deal with the propot%
ally higher number of groupies who s®[
to get with him. Often , he will resorta
tactics of turning his phone off, passag
girls off toothers in his crew, orjust oafc.
ing sure that the walk of shame statj
early enough. The last is often a som
signifier that the student is in no waj &.
tcrested in a relationship. Regardless all
of these are even more difficult dam
mid-semester when parties are still gag
strong, but when the first serious exams
make their mark.
The next time you preach about emronmentalism or the reduction ofwate,
remember, CONVERSATION U:th
chicks) over CONSERVATION!Thews
efficient way of attracting females com
from a good showing of one 's upper bod\ fks
before Ice Floes.

EDITORS IN THE OFFICE

Without trays how
will you hurt the
environment?

food stations to the farthest table of Foss ' Heterosexual girls and homosexual boys. ! trust
you 're with me when I say this is absolutel y unacceptable. How are we supposed to find hoi
boyfriends when we can't judge them on then
tray carrying skills? We'll have to talk to than
first. Or hang out at the gym. No.
Let me reiterate: trays are a fashion statement I bedazzle mine to match my outfits 1 use
the black canvas as an expression of my soul 1
cover it in glitter glue, I paste fabric as a botki,
I scribble snowfiakes in the winter and tulip s in
the spring. Fashion is an art and I am an artisl
Will you take that away from me, Colb\ Do
you not value the arts? Typical.
Getting rid of trays is a step in the wong
direction for the well-being of campus hea th
Girls will be infinitely less attractive , self-esteems will plummet , and 1 can 't even isugute
how weak and lame the men are going <*>
look. It will crush my creativity. It will f«W
people to bend gender roles, thus creaffliS
chaos that will tear our society apart TnjS
are crucial. Trays are cute. And the elimination of trays is a dangerous social experiment
that we arc not prepared for. No sufficient
studies have been done to prove the repressions arc worth the benefits. Take it slw
Colby, let 's do the research first. Do it rig ht
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By WHIPPED WHILE ABROAD

ries but they should take heart; in a
few years they will be old enough to
understand the appeal of more risque
subject matter.
Rowling remains tight lipped about
the plot of the new book, but after
some snooping around on the Internet
I was able to find snippets of the new
adventures. Rowling intends to open
the new book , boldl y announcing her
foray into adult fiction with scenes
that might be better suited to a trashy
romance novel (the "shenanigans").
The main pjot involves Harry chasing
Malfoy back in time (hence the "temporal ") to the years when King Arthur
ruled England from the Round Table.
His quest will no doubt be to stop
Malifoy from stealing the sword Excalibur from the noble king. They will
almost certainly encounter the great
wizard Merlin, alluded to in the first
seven books. There will also be some
drama worthy of Desperate Housewives, in a segment where Malfoy
heedlessly steps into the Arthur-Guinevere-Lancelot love triangle. It will be
interesting to see how Rowling handles these new situations.
After reading the article I asked my
flatmates if they had heard anything
about the new Harry Potter book.
They laughed at me and said of course
they had. Everyone here has known
about this for a few weeks already.
Now they think I' m a little detached
from reality, a fact that my friends at
home will readily agree has always
been the case. Bottom line: keep up
with the tabloids in Britain or risk
looking like you don 't know what 's
happening and remember to keep your
eyes open for Harry Potter and the
Temporal Shenanigans in the unlikely
even it hits shelves in the States.

A&E E D S BOYFRIEND

jterhune@colby.edu
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As 1 stood in the checkout line, a
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surprised to see instead, "Harry Potter
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- New Sequel, Rowling Takes Back
Word!" Skeptical as 1 was, 1 bought a
copy— I' m proud to say that this was
the first time I' ve done so—and
delved into the surprising story.
According to the article. Rowling is
»,,«„», «> of 474 «.upom.
w«n-to-w.n .s«A» hard at work on the eighth installment
(3)
in the Harry Potter series. There are a
W"ite something...
few slight differences with this book.
Edit My Profile

however. The first and most significant for those of you at home is that
this book will only be released in
Great Britain for the time being
Rowling felt that the international
stage was the right setting for Harry
while he was at Hogwarts but wants
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to keep his later years confined to a
narrow audience. The second difference, alluded to already, is that these
books will continue the series , but not
immediately following Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows.
The new book, Harry Potter and
the Temporal Shenanigans , promises
to deliver a darker and more adult
Harry. These new developments
might explain why Rowling is seeking a more limited audience. This
book will no doubt not be for youngsters . This is probably disappointing
news for all the young fans of the se-

NO MORE PAPERS,.,

ONE MORE BOOK '
Best friends Harper, Sophie, and
Kate committed the ultimate
suburban sin: bailing on college to
pursue their dreams. Middleburybound Becca Winsberg was
convinced herfriends had gone
insane until they reminded her
she just might have a dream of
her own. Now the year is halfway
through and their dreams seem
within reach. Well , almost...
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A box score for weekendhookingup lis Crew a cult?
PLAYIN' THE FIELD

male chauvinism. Woman today is
strong and self-sufficient, she has
evolved past relationships. However.
we all have more carnal needs to fulfill , bringing us to Smirnoff . Usher 's
"Love in this Club. " low-cut "going
out " tops and drunk dials. Also known
as my Saturday nig ht routine
Last Saturday was typical. After
enough pregammg shots to numb the
pain of the prospect of hooking up
with the men (boys '?) of Colby College and make me forget that I ever
gained the Freshman 15 and can 't fit
into my Sevens from high school. I
was all ready to go. My girlfriends
and 1 first hit up the boys' room down
the hall. While they played die. we
danced awkwardly around the table,
taking selfies ("That is so facebook!"). As the guys plunked , we
pretended to have fun. while franticall y sending "What r u up to?" text
messages to everyone we knew. Finally , around 11:30. came the text
thai puts the cherry on top of any
sophomore 's Saturday, "apts "
After fifteen minutes of waiting in
the Alfond vestibule, we entered that
kingdom of eternal glory and followed the music up two flights of
stairs and down the hall. Opening the
door, we found a tropical climate full
of sweaty grinding co-eds. This was
shaping up to be epic.

People may saj romance is dead
at Colby and I' m among the
first, to agree And that 's not
necessarily a bad thing After all. as
I' ve learned in m> Women. Gender
and Sexuality Studies classes,
chivalry is merely a lyrical form of

Here 's What 's Playing Fri.,
May 9 through l h u r . .. May 15
The Visitor
PG Nightly at 5:00 and 7:10: Also
Fn. and Sat al 9: IS: Matinees Sat .
and Sun. at 12:40 and 2:50
Flawless

PG-13 Nightly at 4:50 and 7:00:
Also Fn. and Sat . at 9:10: Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 12:30 and
2:40

Of course, when playing the field ,
it 's always best to have a playbook. to
consider all your options:
Campus It-Boy Can you say "social capital'".' This guy 's got more exposure than Paris Hilton. Wearing his
sweatshirt to Sunday brunch is equivalent to four rungs on the popularity ladder He 's a senior, knows everyone
worth knowing and is totall y hoi in thai
preppy, pop-collared. "I' ve spent the
past four years owning this place" kind
of way. He will probably play you his
"Love " playlist and promise to take
you out on dates to Ruby Tuesday 's in
his SUV. Too bad he 's a bad kisser and
has no personality.
The Hippie : Because (his kid
cares so much for Mother Earth , you
know he 'll do the same for your
heart . Yeah rig ht. He 's probably so
stoned that when you two go back to
his tapestried opium den of a dorm
room, he 'll either pass out or make
you listen to a two-hour long Phish
jam. If you 're unlucky, he 'll p lay
you a song on his guitar and tell you
stones about when he studied abroad
in Africa and how "real all the people are, man. " If you ' re lucky, he 'll
forget your name and leave you with
a vJahbless soul sistah" as you try to
sneak out under his Tibetan prayer
flags the next morning.
The Mysterious Dude: Hmm.

transfer student? Visiting big brother
from some other NESCAC school?
Either way. you 've never seen him before and in a place like Colby, that 's
an automatic ten points. Too bad he 's
actually a tenth grader at Watcrville
High School. Sucks to be you, statutory rapist.
The Nice Guy: You study for Gov
with this guy and he emails you the
notes whenever you miss class. He
asks you out to lunch , holds the door
for you , remembers your birthday
and your dog 's name and brushes his
teeth. Clearly, this guy doesn 't stand
a chance against your hig h standards.
He 's more of the...ya know...marrying type.
The Freshman: After a recent
heart-wrenching break up with his
hig h school girlfriend , he stands in a
circle with his forty best friends ,
awkwardly clutching a red Solo cup,
in disbelief that he 's actually at this
party: "Dude , they have no idea I' m a
freshmanV Pros: He 'll worship you
like a puppy eager to learn new
tricks. Cons: You hooked up with a
freshman. You might have to sleep in
his Hillside triple. Also, he 'll worship
you like a puppy eager to leam new
tricks. Why won 't he go away? Doesn 't he know that I' m an independent ,
modern woman with better things
(and people) to do?

Snow Angels
R Nightly at 6:50: Also Fri . and
Sat. at 8:55: Matinees Sat . and
Sun. at 2:15
Blindsight
PG Ni g htly at 4:40: Matinees Sat .
and Sun at 12:10
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They wear spandex and are weird

After spending an hour "erging" on tl. .
stationary rowing machines in the RIB
ror-ceilinged aerobics room, the Hat
vard Med-School bound captain. Zeke
brought Henry into the crowded weiej i
By JAVIER SUNA
room for extra strength training.
STAFF WRITER
But instead of strength training
Henry recicved an invitation to a lateAfter his stint with the Colby crew night meeting at the Hume Center, an 1
team this past fall, an anonymous first- was told to bring "a small
year student has yet to decide whether animal...preferabl y a hamster" witl
he wants to press charges against the him. Before he knew it , Henry ».. .
team , which he called "cultish" in an wasit-deep in an ancient Greek cull
official document released to a Water- predating even the FrecMasons.
villc Court this past April. Later, in a
"I always thought it was weird ih.it
conversion with a reporter for the Echo, we practiced at 5 a.m., I mean . Us ,<
he characterized the club sport as being damn dark ," Henry commented \\,:
"just fucking weird."
soon learned that this was so thai
"Henry, a young,
members could pa
clean
cut
form early-momm .:
biology /pre-med
sacrifices to the
major,
originally
sun-god Helios, jihi
joined the crew team
as their ancient
to help the transition
Greek rower forefrom high school to
bears had done sg
college. "My mom
many years before
and guidance coun"It was weird ,u
selor said that joinfirst , for sure." reing a club sport
membersHenry, "hu:
would help me fit in
by mid-October [
and
make
new
hadn 't gotten my teefriends ," Henry reshirt yet, so I just si/n
counted during an
"Henry " of toughed it out
emotional testament
Anonymous Ex Rower
And there were other
of the horrors he exthings that made
perienced on the
want to stay." Hcrm
team.
recalls being promised a guaranteed
"I first noticed the team by their Head Resident position and eternal lift
shiny, appealing table tents set up in the with Zeus atop Mount Olympus.
dining halls during orientation. But
But the perceived perks were not
mostly I just wanted one of those blue enough get Henry through his first retee-shirts and Boathouse jackets; 1 gatta Though Henry was too shy to
thought they were really cool and share all of the ceremonies young firii
would help me get laid...I was terribly years go through the night before the
mistaken." While reaching for a tissue seminal first competition , he divul ged
lo wipe tears from his puffy eyes, that "shaft" and "stroking" don 't always
Henry added that he was smitten by have to do with oars.
some of the female rowers: "the spanWhen asked why the rowers refuse
dex suits really accentuate their scu- to sit with anyone else in the dining
plted features," he admitted.
hall at meals, Henry responded .
The first indication that something "Would you want to be the only one
was awry with the crew team came in drinking goat 's blood at your table '
late September, in the weight room. Talk about social suicide."

Would you want
to be the only
one drinking
goat's blood at
your table? Talk
about social suicide.
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[THE FOCUS ON FANTASY

LOTR, Harry Potter and Zelda in MLB

How f antastical
oick-ups will
eff ect you r team

Considering that the Major
League Baseball trade deadline isn 't for another two-plus
months , the sudden moves of many
teams in the past week have been surprising to say the least. In order to
avoid the pre-All-Star break slump,
owners and general managers across
the country have been tapping into
what Oakland Athletics G.M. Bill y
Beane deemed "a previousl y overlooked market for talent." thus setting
off a flurry of deals that will surely
make this summer and fail interesting.
Beane himself got the ball rolling in
this bull market last Wednesday, when
lie added switch-hitting shortstop
Albus Dumbledore to his young As
squad. "Albus is a great player," said
Beane. "He 's got incredible patience—obviously, seeing how he
dealt with Harry [Potter]—and his
plate discipline is off the charts. He 's
still taking BP with a wand, or sometimes a broomstick , though, so we're
working on getting him adjusted to
using a bat , the wooden stick kind. "
Since his call up Dumbledore has
helped the As reach the top of their division , but he is just one pick-up making an impact among many in the
league. And while the talking heads on
ESPN debate these acquisitions in tandem with their coverage of NFL Draft
'09, it is time to discuss how these
deals will affect your fantasy team.
The Kansas City Royals, a team that
does not make many headlines, managed to steal the show after Oakland's

move in adding first baseman Aragom,
outfielder Arthur and catcher Midas.
"We felt it would be important to the
franchise if we added not just players,
but kings to the team," said general manager Dayton Moore at the announcement
press conference. "These old guys will
show our youngsters how to rule." The
deal has certainly brought about a revival of interest in Kansas City baseball .
yet for your fantasy
squad 1 d hesitate on
adding any of the "I70 Triumvirate" to
your roster. He may
sell tickets, but as a
catcher Midas is ineffective, with every
ball thrown to him
that isn't hit ending
up as a gilded souvenir. "Hey, it 's fun
for the kids!" said
Midas in an interview
over the phone. Still,
on the occasion that
he's had to make the throwdown to second , it 's been merely dangerous for his
teammates. "I fear for my life now,"
nodded shortstop Tona Pena Jr., coming
out of the trainer's room at Kauffman
Stadium with a heavily bandaged left
hand. At the plate, Midas has been literally unable to swing the bat, which is not
the standard 34-inch, 31-ounce ash
Louisville Slugger but rather a 102-

ounce solid gold version. This has
prompted crowds in Boston, New York
and Chicago to gleefully chant "hit the
'roids!" for every Midas at bat , each of
which ends in a futile swing ing strikeout. As for Aragom, he is "really only on
the team in a leadership role and to attract female fans," admits CEO David
Glass. And King Arthur has had some
nice at-bats and play in the f ield, save the
occasional sojourn into Kauftnann Stadium 's outfield fountain to search for the
"Lady of the Lake," but nothing really
worth your while. "I'll be focused on the
batter ," says centerfielder Joey Gathwright , "and then Arthur will just disappear. Like, just gone, shouting
'Excahbur!' and 'My Lady !' Merlin
does take his place though, which is nice
'cause he covers a lot
more ground for an
old guy "
If your roster is in
dire need of pitching,
then this is where
these recent deals
hel p you the most.
The New York Yankees claimed lefthander Link off
waivers from the intramural MIT softball
team "Legend of
Zelda," and he looks
to be the real deal.
"He better be," growled co-chairperson
Hank Steinbrenner, "or I' m gonna kick
his ass." On the other coast, the San
Francisco Giants reconciled their terrible signing of Barry Zito last year in
adding fireballer Lord Voldemort to
their staff, and he was phenomenal in
his first start, although fan attendance
has since dropped to an all-time low at
AT&T Park. "Hey, we figured if the

San Francisco
added fireballer
Lord Voldemort
to their staff , although attendance has since
dropped to an alltime low.

fans could handle Barry [Bonds] for the
past fifteen years, the Dark Lord would
be no biggie," said G.M. Brian Sabean.
"Guess we were wrong." The Boston
Red Sox picked up the right-handed
White Witch of Narnia to add to their
already stellar bull pen , but G.M. Theo
Epstein has yet to use her in a closer 's
role, and she reportedly has issue with
the team uniform. "Yeah, she doesn 't
like the red in it ," confirmed manager
Terry Francona, "she keeps asking for a
trade to Chicago." Prince Caspian, another Namian import, has been great for
the Dodgers and can really add depth if
you need another starter, although distractions are a problem. "Well, with his
movie coming out next week, he's been
partying a little too much ," said manager Joe Torre. "And, you know, playing in L.A., Hollywood can get to you.
I just hope he stays focused."
As a fantasy owner, paying attention
is just as imperative if you want to win,
conquer, and rule your league, so keep
an eye out for more roster changes.
Word on the street is that extensive
MLB scouting has begun in WoW
leagues across the country, so don't
miss the boat when unnamed ores start
leading the league in homeruns and
OBP{orc-beaten-players.) Still, "this is
going to be a fantastic summer of baseball ," according ESPN baseball analyst
John Kruk, a self-declared "Harry Potter maniac." "And what I'm really hoping for is a Bay Area world series.
Dumbledore vs. Voldemort. That's
what I' m talking about." As for his own
fantasy team, Kruk is supposedly "really fucked. Some guy has a roster full
of Elves, and I' m stuck with bums like
A-Rod , Pujols , Ramirez and Santana.
How can I even compete?" Read the
above, John, read the above.

Looking bad, hoping to play good

Football coaches
adopt the Belichick
hoodie strategy

sleeves to every game.
is a sacrifice we are willing to make .
There was a controversy for some We also may try a few more of Coach
time in the staff, as numerous coaches Belichick' s tricks, including possibly
wanted to get the blue boathouse having our videographer start illegally filming other
jacket that no football player has ever
teams
practices.
Whatever it takes to
been seen without ,
win , we will do.
but in the end , Head
Blue team pride."
Coach Ed Mestieri
Graduating capmade the executive
tain and running- _
decision in this
back
Chris Bashaw
statement. "Think
'08 voiced his opinabout some of those
ion on the issue
New England Patri"Look at it this
ots teams from a
way... the past few
few years ago. Were
seasons, we have
they really that
looked great, maybe
much more talented
even impeccable on
than all the other
the sidelines, but on
of
teams?
No ,
the field , well , we
course not. So what
have not looked
was it that made the
quite as great. So if
difference? We here
at Colby football
Ed Mestieri we look bad , borderline terrible , on
think that it mig ht
Head Coach
the sidelines , you
be the sweatshirt.
do the math. It
We are committed
to producing a winning football team, works that way, right? Blue team
and if it takes looking like slobs on pride."
Of course, Colby football is about
the sidelines to do so, well then that

more than just the football team. Although the Band of Brothers are the
chosen few who are privelaged to
grace the field every fall Saturday,
their fashion decisions represent the
entire student body to opposing
NESCAC school. So we decided to
ask the average student how they felt
about the change. "We have a football
team here? Wow, I have no idea... how
come I never hear about them? Do we
have cheerleaders? Man would that be
sweet," said one rather confused firstyear. Other students were slightly
more biased. "Ughh, that is the single
worst idea I have ever heard. Why
look bad on the sidelines and on the...
oh shit, they are going to get drunk and
jump me if I finish that sentence and
you publish it. Don 't quote me on that,
please don 't quote me." For this student 's personal safety, the editorial
board decided to omit his name from
the paper.
Whether you like the idea or not ,
it is good to see the football team
getting a head start on next season,
and looking to bring back the glory
they have brought to Colby College
in the past.

and location usually do. My sleepers for
seniors with lower picks were any suites
of the sweets in AMS, or for doubles
maybe ones in East Quad. It all depends
this great-looking triple in Averill that
on how you 're looking to fit your
has really moved up my board after the
needs." Asked to look back at previous
Combine. My friends and I might trade
drafts, Kiper began rattling off some of
Jp to get it."
his favorite "steals" and "busts" from
For more on the 2008 Draw, the Echo
the past ten years. "1 remember in '03,
turned to Kiper, who is also known for
some sophomore girts were really sold on their triple in Johnson," he said, "but it really tanked
for them. They were right next to
a faculty resident and directl y
under the president of the DDR
club [since dissolved by the College]. Now, these juniors ' double
in Drummond from '98, what a
steal that was. Party central on
the weekend and right next to
Bobs and the Ice Rink. 1 know
some kids from that class who are
still kicking themselves from letting that pick slip by."
When asked if Kiper could
have foreseen the craziness that
ensued on Draw Day '08, he vigorously shook his head, sending
hair mousse flying in all directions. "No, no. It was the worst
TOMTOM BOUJEB/TME COIBV ECHO
Roomates celebrate the selection of an AMS quad in the 2008 Room Draw Draft. I've seen it this year. But I think

with the hype and with not enough oncampus housing, it 's become more entertaining than ever." Indeed, Dean
Terhune has confirmed that Room
Draw 2009 will in fact be stretched
over two days, from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. each
day, and will be held at the Waterville
Opera House in order to "attract local
residents to the audience." To this
change, long-time Waterville resident
Jim Pratt said, "It 's about time. For my
buddies and I that Sunday in April has
long been a ritual of marathon viewing." Pratt added that he can' wait to be
there in person to "boo the shitty
picks." Terhune also added that the
Opera House move is reallyjust a "step
toward bigger things for Room Draw."
"By 2012," he said, "we're looking at
bigger venues. Madison Square Garden has expressed some interest, so has
TD Banknorth Garden. We'll see
where that takes us."
As for Kiper, in the wake of Draw
'08, he already has mock draft set up
for '09. "I did have to account for
some shifts in the prospects , though ,"
he said , "with East Quad being destroyed and all. Maybe they 'll let the
Foss and Woodman kids live outside.
1 don 't think they 'd mind. "

By NAME

DOGGIE STYLE

Struggling sports teams or athletes
have long been known to take novel
approaches when it comes to reversing fortunes. Fans or players may
sport the rally cap (the baseball hat
turned inside out for those of you
who don 't know), get rid of equipment (it 's always the bat 's fault if a
baseball player is struggling, never
the batters), or whatever. I for one
slept with my shinguards under my
pillow before every soccer game I
played in high school. After consecutive 2-6 seasons near the basement of
the New England Small College Athletic Conference, the Colby football
team is taking a new approach. In an
attempt to harness the inner Bill Belichick of the team , the entire coaching staff will beg in wearing beat up,
dirty. Colby hoodies with cutoff

We are committed to producing
a winning football team, and if
it takes looking
like slobs on the
sidelines to do
so, well then
that is a sacrifice we are willing to make.

VCiperean scouting, analysis of Room Draw 2008
From DRAFT , Page 8

his knowledge in smaller-type drafts,
such as the "NFL Draft ," which occurred on the same weekend as the College's Draw. However, "this is where
most of my attention goes," says Kiper,
whose mock draft, posted online, is the
most visited website of students at the
College. "This year I saw the Dana fivemans going high, as rooms of that size

DEVASTATOR OF THE YEAR

Kelly Wharton

HOMETOWN:

Hingham, VA

/J

O

POSITION: Assistant
\J m «3
Dean of Students
official notices per day
and Director of Campus Life
KEY STATS: In 2007 Wharton added Housing and
HRs to her death grip
WHAT'S NEXT:
After significantly increasing her authority on campus Wharton plans on taking the Goldfarb Center
on and eventually has her eyes set on annexing
Bates College as part of Campus Life.
NESCAC R0UND4JP
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In a stunning investigative report released last week, the NESCAC announced that *
the Trinity men's squash team has been on a anabolic steroid regimen for the past *
10 years, thus explaining the Bantams * ridiculous dominance ofthe conference and.*
all of Division DJ squash, as well as their 183 consecutive-match win streak.As punishment, Trinity has suspended the entire team, as well as the coaching staff, for the' C
upcoming season. "Well, it's certainly dissapointing," said coach Paul Assalante. "I Z
mean, our team gave Trinity a name. Before us, nobody knew what the hell a Ban— Z
tarn was." When Assalante was questioned about the Trinity mascot, he explained,
how great it was to have a golden dragon representing the school. However,once informed what a bantam actuallyis, Assalante had an entirely differentview. "A mi- *¦
nature chickem, are you serious? That 's it. fuck the suspension. I quit. No wonder we SJ
needed to juice up."...In a recent report by The PrincetonReview, a new poll of the .
"most pompous schools in the NESCAC yielded quite an impressivelist Amongthe Z
cited colleges were Amherst, Williams, Middlebury, Bates, Bowdoin, Conn, Tufts, T
Trinity, Hamilton and Wesleyan...Another recent study has also revealedthat Williams
and Amherst are in fact the same school, with the same student body and twice as J
many sports teams as everybody else in the conference. The Lord Ephs have thus.won the past basketball and swimming & diving championships... *
—Giant Rooster, King of All Mascots Z

MISSING THE COMPETITION

YO MOMMVTX

courr ECHO -

Despite working on their high-five Jundementals all-season, when game time arrived members of the womens' lacrosse teamfailed to deliver, even when opponents came halfway. Still, this non-congenial on-field attitude helped the Mules
win the NESCAC on May 4.

Focusing on the
real fantasy
players

Lots of
quiestionable
spandex
PAGE G

PAGE 7

Baseball adds two MLB all-stars

Bonds and Clemens,
intent on p l a y i n g ,
sign with the Mules
By JACK COOMBS
STAFF WRITER

In a startling announcement on
Tuesday, the College revealed it has
signed troubled former MLB superstars Roger Clemens and Barry Bonds
to multiycar contracts. Insider sources
say that both deals are guaranteed
through the 2012 season , with club
options for 2013. Clemens returns to
Colby after a brief stint with the
Mules in 1983 before signing with the
Red Sox en route to a Hall of Fame —
caliber career. Bonds , the all-time
home run king, had not heard of
Maine , nor Colby College, but was
excited to play again. "I can 't wait to
get back out on the field, " said Bonds
in a press conference outside his California home. "I miss the smell of
freshly cut grass, the crack of the bat
on a 95 mile per hour fastball , and the
pain of a hypodermic needle being
plunged into either my ri ght or left
ass-cheek." President William "Bro"
Adams was all smiles when he announced the acquisition of two sure to
be AH-Americans. He likened Colby
to a team like the Patriots, one that can
turn around troubled stars, as the Pats
did with running back Corey Dillon
and wide receiver Randy Moss.
One may ask how all this began. It
was Chappy Nelson, assistant baseball

couftrcsr of

Clemens (left) and Bonds (right) will join the Mules next season.

coach and exceptional equipment manager for Colby, who got the ball rolling
with the Clemens deal. He was only
joking around with Head Coach Dale
Plummer when he mentioned that
Colby 's pitching staff could use an ace
like Clemens. Plummer, who played
with the Red Sox AAA affiliate Pawtucket in the 1995 season, met Clemens
there when the pitcher was making a
rehab start. Plummer and Clemens soon
became fast friends. Only two weeks
ago did Plummer give his old buddy
Clemens a call about joining the Mules.
No one is quite sure how Bonds decided to come and play for Colby. Luckily, the contract he signed only calls for
him to be paid 23thousand dollars over

GEOUGF. MITCHEU

the next four years, though the school
must provide housing and food. Bonds
decided to live on campus and chose the
beautiful Taylor dorm faculty apartment
As for food, all Bonds wants to eat arc
"[D]ana burgers all day, every day."
Plummer is not sure how the team
will respond to playing with two athletes who in most cases double are the
age of any Colby player, and even older
than himself. "It is a little disturbing to
be coaching men who arc older than I
am, but we could use a another bat in
the lineup, and Lord knows we could
use another ace in the rotation." When
asked about the baggage these players
may bring with them, especially with
steroids, Plummer seemed confident

Looking back at Room Draft
By LEN PASQUARELU
ESPN.COM

On Sunday, April 27, the College
held its much-awaited Room Draw
2008 in the Lower Programming
Space, with students from all three returning classes selecting their dorms for
next year. Over two weeks prior, on
April 10, students received their randomly assigned pick numbers at the
2008 Draft Lottery, and for many students the anxiety of trying to match up
their pick with possible living arrangements took over the intermittent twoplus weeks.
"Oh, I just couldn't wait for draft day
to come," said first-year Charlie Jacobs.
"I was setting up my mock draft for
weeks and missed pretty much all my
classes." Jacobs, who held the first pick
of the rising sophomores, was not only
in a "sweet position," but certainly an
enviable one as well. "Yeah, 1 got trade
offers, tons of 'em," he said. "Some
guys with like the last three dudes'

picks all wanted to live together on
campus, so they offered me kegs for all
next year, the best of their picks in '09,
and promised to do my laundry, but I
turned 'cm down." For some time,
though, Jacobs did give the deal some
real thought. "Well, I had my buddies,
my scouting team, look into it but in the
end we decided wc wanted to win now
and aren 't looking to build for the future. Carp-D 'em, or whatever. I don 't
take Latin."
Yet despite Jacobs' ideal situation in
his class, as a rising sophomore his pick
was inherently low in the frame of the
entire draft field. Indeed, for the rising
seniors who didn't get apartments, or
what Colby Room Draw guru Mel
Kiper Jr. deems "immediate impact
franchise dorms," their compensation
was top pick among all students,
prompting an extensive scouting
process. "Well, as soon as the picks
came out we started scouting high,"
said Katie Greenwell '09. "I mean, we
had some tape that we were looking at

in case we couldn't land the franchise
dorm, you know, like how a room responds to parties, performance in dining-hall proximity, past wear-and-tcar
from its college days, so we were
ready." Greenwell and the rest of the
senior class also attended the annual
Room Scouting Combine, where students examine every square foot of all
rooms entering the Draw.
"The biggest tiling there can be just
looking at vitals," said Drew Merchart
'09, "looking at square footage, seeing
the room in person—'cause some will
exaggerate their size to get picked
higher—and how well it runs the
drills." Added his roommate Ray Diaz
'09, "Ideally you 'd like to scout by really seeing how the room plays, use it
for a weekend and just throw down."
Rising senior Karen Li said, "The fivemans and suites arc always high on
everybody 's board each year, but
sometimes you get a sleeper. There 's
See DRAFT, Page 7

The Softball team kept their eye on the ball all season, except for this one split second.

the team could handle it. "My boys
know what 's good for their bodies, and
seeing as all of them were accepted into
this prestigious institution , they know
not to take them 'raids."
There has been some student protest
over signing Clemens, and rightly so.
Clemens's contract is worth $78 million
over the next four years with a club option of $20 million for 2013. There are
incentives for winning 20 games or
striking out 200 batters as well that
could push his contract over $ 100 million if he stays for the next five years.
Repercussions look to include the elimination of funding for every club on
campus, throwing out SPB, an immediate stop to the Frat Row renovation, and
Trayless Forever. Bro hopes that the
signing of Clemens and Bonds will increase revenue at the concessions and
make up for the millions spent on
Clemens. Local sports fanatic Paul
"Fitzy" Fitzgerald , is outraged at the
cost of Clemens, and does not think "his
famil y needs to eat diamond encrusted
whale penis dipped in minotaur sauce
for dinner." Clemens looks to live off
campus, or perhaps at the Lodge to
avoid dorm damage while being able to
shoot guns and throw keggers.
In the end, the combination of
Clemens and Bonds should overpower
any other NESCAC team and turn
around a 3-9 record in league play. In
AUSTIN -DANGER" WWRS/THE COB* tOfact, ESPN has already set up its camIn order to improve thefootball team s' record Coach Mestieri installed
eras around the A!fond Athletic Com"until
they win a game, " Thus
fences and barbed wire to imprison his team
plex , blocking students from the gym.
the Mules will be on Seavarns Field all summer, working f o r their first shot
However, it is a small price to pay to
at victory Sept. 20 against Bowdoin. Although harsh, this tactic helped confinally establish a legitimate and reference rival Trinity win 31 games in a row. Colby will took f o r 2.
spected baseball team.

i THE NEW ALFOND STADIUM

The College s' renovations to Seaverns Field will in fact yield a state-of-the-art stadium with a retractablefield.

College to add retractable field

Seaverns to be
nation 's f inest

By EAGER BEAVER

EYES* ON THE PRIZE

THE MELON

RLE PHOTO

I OFF-SEASON TRAINING

In a move that has shocked the collegiate world, Colby College athletic
director Zarcella Malot announced yesterday that the new Alfond Athletic
Field would sport a state-of-the-art, retractable football field. It seems the
construction plans of the new domed
stadium being built near Dallas for the
Cowboys got mixed up with the plans
for Colby's field, and the result will be
a stadium built to support 70,000-plus
fans as well as fully staffed concessions and fan entertainment areas. The
field itself, made entirely of natural
grass, will rest on a small platform outside the stadium where it can soak in
rain water and the sun. On game days,
it will be rolled into the climate-controlled facility in order to ensure a toplevel football experience.
"This is truly an historic day for
Colby," said Malot, "and wc could not
be more thrilled that our football program will have the finest facility of any
Division III, II , I, or NFL team." The
present plan is for the stadium to be
built so that, like a tumor, it completely
devours the Alfond Athletic Complex,

Bixler Library, Grossman Hall , and
Roberts Union. Anyone who spends
time in those buildings is advised to vacate the premises immediately, as you
may be subject to a torrent of bricks
falling from all sides without notice."
When reached for comment, Cow-

We could not be
more thrilled
that our football
program will
have the finest
facility of any DIII , II, I, or NFL
team.
Zarcella Malot

Athletic Director

boys owner Jerry Jones did not seemed
thrilled at the plans for his new stadium, originally slated to open for the
2009 season. "This is an outrage," he
said, "I am pretty sure that a 1000 capacity stadium with aluminum bleachers is not going to be a financially
viable operation."

I

However, with no legal recou*
Jones has been forced to think d
more creative means to make up fc
potential lost capital. He has ahead'
approached the famous "Cowgirls
cheerleaders, but was immediate!'
rebuffed by means of a swift kick ^
the groin region. Quarterback TOD 1
Romo is trying to pitch in too— &
has been rumored to have begun'
high-stakes dog fighting ring out ifc
garage of his suburban home, a police that has not been in the news*
all and is unlikely to draw any poll"
or media attention whatsoever. Jons
has contacted newly acquired comeback and convicted felon Adatf
"Pacman " Jones about making '
charitable donation to the team. W
Pacman quickly declined because I"
had spent all of his money on Up
fees and "making it rain " in W
Vegas during the NBA's 2007 ^
Star Weekend.
Regardless of whether or not &
Dallas Cowboys still exist , one th$
is for sure—next year, Colby Fo*
ball is going to have a whole D**
look. With a multi-billion dollar fr
cility on the way, the team feels go*
about its chances. Said Malot. "
new sun is shining brightly today &
Colby. And conversely, just as it "'be next fall , it is raining shit 'l!
Bates and Bowdoin."

